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We present a study of two different sets of Micro-Channel Plates used for time and space resolved single particle detection. We investigate the effects of the gold coating and that of introducing an interplate voltage between the spatially separated plates.
We find that the gold coating increases the count rate of the detector and the pulse amplitude as previously reported for non-spatially resolved setups. The interplate voltage also increases count rates. In addition, we find that a non-zero interplate voltage improves the spatial accuracy in determining the arrival position of incoming single particles (by ∼ 20%) while the gold coating has a negative effect (by ∼ 30%).
Micro-Channel Plates (MCP) detectors are widely used in atomic and nuclear physics for the detection of charged particles and photons 1, 2 . They are also used to detect metastable rare gas atoms 3 because the internal energy of such atoms is sufficient to produce electrons on the MCP surface. Combining these detectors with a crossed delay line anode allows one to reconstruct the full three-dimensional distribution of single particles falling with a well defined velocity onto the surface of the MCP 4 . In particular second (g 2 ) and third (g 3 ) order correlation functions along the three spatial axes have been reconstructed, giving access to information related to the quantum statistics and coherence of a cold atom cloud [5] [6] [7] . In these experiments, the quantum efficiency of the MCP-Delay Line detector has been estimated to be of order 10% 8 , a rather disappointing figure which needs to be improved if one wishes to investigate quantum correlations at the two-and many-body level [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The spatial accuracy of the MCPs-Delay Line ensemble used in 8 is typically ∼ 150 µm, and the above mentioned experiments could benefit from an improvement in this figure as well. Efficiency of detection and spatial accuracy are crucial quantities in the context of ion studies as well and they have been the object of recent work 15 .
In this paper we will describe a study of potential ways to improve these performances.
Testing different MCP-Delay Line detectors with metastable atoms directly is impractical due to the vacuum requirements set by the use of ultra-cold gases, and therefore we will attempt to simulate the response of the MCP to metastable atoms by using ultraviolet photons. The impact of a UV photon will in general only release one starting electron, as the impact of He* does, whereas for example ions might release more than one. As discussed later, we consider that, since similar and small (of the order of 10 eV) energy scales are involved, what we learn about MCP performance with UV photons carries over to metastable rare gas atoms. In addition of course, our results may be of use to workers interested in detecting photons with MCPs.
Several schemes have already been tested to improve MCP performance. Adding a special coating, for example gold, aluminium or CsI, on the input face of the MCP has been found to increase the efficiency and the maximum count rate 16, 17 for photon detection. For specific applications which rely on pulses of larger amplitude, another scheme consists of spacing the two MCPs, unlike the common chevron stacked configuration, and adding a voltage between the two slightly separated MCPs (see Fig. 1a ). With such spaced MCPs, the additional voltage, which increases electron energy and influences their collimation in between the plates, should raise the efficiency and increase the resolution of the detector Building on these ideas, we extend previous experimental investigations to the study of pairs of slightly separated MCPs using delay line anodes. We investigate both the effect of the voltage difference between the plates and the presence of a gold coating by looking at overall count rates as well as at individual electronic pulses. We discuss in detail the consequences of the different configurations on the accuracy of these detectors in the particle counting mode. We conclude that the addition of a small voltage between the two plates can slightly enhance the detection efficiency and accuracy of such a detector.
I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS A. Micro-channel plates (MCP)
MCPs consist of many single channels which are basically electron multipliers. To operate they need a voltage V mcp between both edges of each tube (i.e. between both faces of the MCP), on the order of a kilovolt. A metal coating is therefore always evaporated on both faces of the MCP to form electrodes, such coatings being commonly mainly made from Nickel (as in Nichrome or Inconel coatings). When the voltage V mcp is not high enough, there will be insufficient generation of secondary electrons when a particle hits the MCP. Raising V mcp increases the ability of the MCP to start a cascade when an incident particle hits. At low V mcp the gain increases exponentially with the voltage V mcp . For large V mcp the gain of the detector saturates and increases linearly with V mcp . This happens when the presence of too many charges inside the channels screens the voltage V mcp . This effect is independent of the flux of incoming particles. At a fixed discrimination level used to distinguish signal from noise, the measured count rate will saturate with V mcp since the height of the pulses increases with V mcp and at a certain point all of the pulses will be above the discrimination level. This picture is valid at low flux.
When the flux of incoming particles is such that the arrival time between two incident particles is shorter than the time required to reestablish the electric field after the channel has been depleted, the second particle produces a smaller pulse. Thus, whatever the gain of the detector (even when saturated), if the flux is too high, the detector will show "flux saturation". The flux at which this happens is dependent on V mcp . Adding a gold coating on the input plate can modify this behavior: the gold coated surface is more conductive than usual Ni-based coatings, thereby allowing faster replenishment of the channels and the detection of higher flux of incoming particles 16, 17 .
As a function of the flux of incoming particles, one can therefore identify three regimes at large V mcp : (i) at very low flux the number of counts increases linearly with the number of incoming particles with a slope defined by the detection efficiency of the detector; (ii) at moderate flux, the count rate increases more slowly than the number of incoming particles due to the flux saturation mentioned above; (iii) at large flux, the count rate hardly evolves with the number of incoming particles and is dependent on V mcp .
B. Delay line anodes
Delay lines are transmission lines that collect the electron pulses coming from the MCP.
The transmission line is wound into a helical propagation line so the speed of the pulse in the relevant direction (x in Fig. 2 ) is much smaller than the speed of the pulse in the wire itself (see appendix A). Dispersion ensures that the pulses created by a single electron shower in adjacent loops of the delay line overlap before reaching the end of the line 4 (see Fig. 2 ). This leads to a single broadened pulse at the output whose center can be precisely determined to a precision greater than the spacing between adjacent loops. Adjacent loops are separated by distances on the order of a mm and a propagation time of a few ns. Since the delay lines are built in such a way that dispersion combines the separate pulses on different loops into one larger one, pulse widths are typically a few ns. There is a delay line wound in both the x-and y-direction and from the arrival time signals obtained from both of these delay lines a spatial reconstruction can be made, and combined with the information of the arrival time on the MCP, one can reconstruct a 3D image. 
C. Influence of interplate voltage dV
Let us now consider the situation of Fig. 1a ) with spaced MCPs when a voltage difference dV is applied between the plates. We briefly comment on the electron dynamics in the interplate region 18 and during the expansion from the second MCP to the delay lines. The voltage between the plates accelerates the electrons between the two plates which otherwise travel in a zero electric field free space, with the result of (i) collimating the electron shower and (ii) transferring energy to the electrons. As a consequence of having a larger energy, the electrons hitting the second plate have a higher chance of inducing a cascade in the channel.
The increase of the voltage dV should therefore have a positive effect on the efficiency of the detector and on the signal-to-noise ratio of the electronic pulses.
From simple arguments as put forward in 18 we can attempt to draw a picture of the 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We study two different pairs of MCPs. Both pairs are new, Nichrome MCPs from Photonis USA, Inc. with a diameter of 1.245 inch and were matched by the manufacturer. The micro-channels have a diameter of 10 µm, a center to center spacing of 12 µm and a bias angle of 12
• . All technical specifications are given by the manufacturer and we have found no discrepancies in the resistances of the plates with the ones provided. One pair has a layer of 10 µm of gold deposited on the input surface of the first plate. In this work we have not considered the alternative mounting consisting in using the gold surface as the input one of the second plate. In the following we will refer to the non-coated MCP pair when using two
Nichrome coated MCPs and to the coated pair when using the pair with the gold coating.
The setup of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1 . The MPCs are placed in a vacuum chamber with a pressure of 10 −6 mBar. Our mount has a non-conducting circular spacer with conducting surfaces between the two plates allowing us to apply an adjustable voltage difference dV (see Fig. 1a ). In our studies there is always a spacing between the two plates, To simulate the metastable helium atoms (He*) we use ultra-violet (UV) light source, a convenient solution since UV photons share neutral charge and similar energy as He* (the latter being 19.8 eV). Therefore the impact of a UV photon will in general only release one starting electron, as the impact He* does, whereas for example ions might release more than one. The lamp is a Hamamatsu L6301-50 deuterium lamp with a spectrum ranging from 185 nm to 450 nm. The window through which UV photons enter the vacuum chamber is made of magnesium fluoride, which has a cut-off wavelength at 100 nm. To control the incoming flux of photons on the detector we use two small pinholes, one right after the lamp and another one in front of the window of the vacuum chamber ( See Fig. 1b) . The diameter of the first pinhole ranges from 0.5 mm to 2 mm and the second pinhole has a fixed diameter of 1 mm. We obtained a figure for the photon flux at different pinhole sizes by measuring the intensity of the lamp at 410 nm with the use of an interference filter. We then used the spectrum provided by the manufacturer to obtain absolute values for photon flux for all wavelengths.
The lamp spectrum is broad, however only a small fraction of the photons are expected to contribute noticeably to the signal. This is due to the detection efficiency of channel electron multipliers in the UV range which decreases from 10 −5 at 180 nm to 10 −9 at 250 nm 21 . As a matter of fact, we have operated with a Kodial glass window, with a high-pass cut-off wavelength of ∼ 250 nm, resulting in an almost complete suppression of the number of counts on the detector. Therefore we are confident that we mostly detect the highest energy photons (close to 200 nm) with energies of about 6 − 7 eV.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Count Rate Versus Flux
To study the characteristics of the two different pairs of MCPs, we first monitor the total number of counts from the MCPs as a function of the incoming photon flux, with the results shown in Fig. 3 . The plotted number of photons hitting the active area of the MCP per second corresponds to the number of photons emitted by the lamp in a spectral range of ∼ 1 nm at the wavelength 200 nm according to our calibration. We note that this photon number slightly underestimates the total number of photons since the lamp emits a broad spectrum. For low flux (see Fig. 3 ) the count rate of the detectors increases linearly with the light intensity. The slope at low flux is 2.0 × 10 have a better efficiency than the non-coated ones, with count rates larger by more than a factor 2, even in the presence of a non-zero dV on the plates. We relate this observation to the lower surface resistance of the gold coated plates with respect to the non-coated ones, allowing a faster replenishment of the input plate 17 . In addition we note that the work functions for gold (5.1 eV) and nickel (4.6 eV) are similar, implying that a similar quantum efficiency on the input plate (probability for an incoming photon to excite a first electron)
is expected for both cases and would not explain our observation. When the flux is even larger, the count rate saturates. The value of the saturation level is set by the properties of the electron channels, which we assume to be identical for both sets of plates as observed in Fig. 3 .
B. Count rates vs dV and V mcp
Further characterization of the MCPs is done by investigating the response of the count rate to the gradual increase of V mcp . In Fig. 4 the increase in the number of counts with the total voltage over the separate MCPs (V mcp ) at a given photon flux of ∼ 1.5 × 10
11
photons/sec is shown. We observe that the gold-coated detector exhibits gain saturation at We now turn to a systematic investigation of the influence of the interplate voltage dV .
The influence of dV on the count rate of the MCPs is shown in Fig. 5 . For the non-coated pair adding a voltage between the plates strongly increases the count rate of the MCPs. The effect saturates at dV ≃ 50 V. For the gold coated MCP, the count rate is already saturated and dV has no effect. The observed increase in count rate with dV differs with the findings By contrast the results presented here are obtained in a favorable situation with a larger distance between the plates of about ≃ 0.2 mm. We have shown that in these circumstances one can compensate with the voltage dV for a lack of gold coating and for a lower V mcp with respect to the count rate.
C. Pulse shapes
The three-dimensional reconstruction of particles falling onto the MCPs is possible thanks to recording the four arrival times of the pulses (t x1 , t x2 , t y1 and t y2 ) out of the two delay lines x and y 4 . The position of an incoming particle is extracted from the quantities t x1 − t x2
and t y1 − t y2 . Since the position of the particle is determined from the timing signals, the ability of the detector to correctly extract this position can depend on the amplitude and width of the pulses recorded from the delay lines. We thus pay attention to those quantities, in particular to understand in further details the influence of dV on the timing signals.
Amplitude
We plot the amplitude measurements in Fig. 6 A) and B). First we note that in the absence of voltage between the plates (dV = 0 V), the pulse amplitude on the input plate is larger with the gold coating, which is consistent with the higher count rates observed for the gold coated plate. The effect on the pulse amplitude is observable on the delay line signal as well. As a consequence and for a fixed level of the CFD, the number of counts is larger for the coated plate (see Fig. 4 ). Secondly, we clearly observe an effect of dV on the pulse amplitude, as the electrons gain energy by being accelerated between the plates. We see that the amplitude of the pulses from the front increases as dV increases and then saturates, whereas the pulses from the delay line have a maximum at ∼ 25 mV. As anticipated in Section I, we believe that in the delay lines measurement two competing effects contribute:
faster electrons have a higher probability to fire a channel of the second MCP but, then, they also extend over a larger area during the expansion time to the delay line. We will discuss this interplay in more detail below.
FIG. 6.
A)The amplitude of the pulse from the input plate, for non-coated and gold-coated micro channel plates. B) The amplitude of the pulses from the delay line, averaged over all four channels.
Width
The recorded widths of the timing signals are plotted in Fig. 7 for different experimental situations. As predicted above, the typical width of the pulses is of the order of 5 ns, due to dispersion in the transmission lines (see Section I). At dV = 0 V (see inset Fig. 7 ) the width of the pulses depends on the value V mcp (see Fig. 7 ): for both coated and non-coated MCPs the larger V mcp (i.e. the higher the electron velocity) the larger the width of the delay line pulses. This corresponds with our assumption that the electrons exiting the second plate will have a larger velocity when V mcp is larger, therefore increasing their spatial extent at the delay lines (see Appendix B for details).
Increasing dV to a (small) non-zero value has the effect of collimating and accelerating the electron beam which hits the second micro-channel plate, possibly resulting in a smaller width thanks to a better electron beam collimation (see Section I). Experimentally, tuning dV up to 25 V-50 V diminishes the delay line pulse width (see Fig. 7 ) while further increasing dV leads to a slight increase of this quantity. Since the width is dominated by dispersion in the transmission lines, its decrease with dV can only be of order of several percent, as it is observed experimentally (about 10 %). The optimal situation might be to work with dV of the order of 25 V. In order to confirm this statement, we study below the spatiallyresolved two-dimensional images extracted from our detector and we measure the resolution in configurations identical to that of Fig. 7 .
D. Spatial Accuracy
As mentioned previously, the position of a single incoming particle is extracted from the timing signals out of the delay line anode and for this reason it is related to the pulse amplitude and width studied in the previous sections. We now investigate the accuracy to which such a position can be reconstructed and how this quantity varies with the MCP coating and the interplate voltage dV .
A measurement of the accuracy with which the position of a single incoming particle is detected can be obtained as follows from the four arrival times t x1 , t x2 , t y1 and t y2 , the fluctuations of which limit the detector accuracy. We consider the quantity D defined as:
Here, t x1 + t x2 − 2t 0 and t y1 + t y2 − 2t 0 are equal to the propagation time from one end to the other in the two orthogonal delay lines with t 0 the arrival time of the incoming particle on the delay lines. For identical delay lines, these two quantities are equal and D = 0. In practice the situation is more complicated. On the one hand, the total lengths of the two delay lines are not strictly equal, leading to an offset for D (we note that in the experiment this offset depends on the actual position we are looking at on the delay line). On the other hand, the quantity D fluctuates from one detected event to the other, leading to a broadening of the distribution of D around its mean value (see inset in Fig. 8) . We define the accuracy of our detector from the standard deviation σ D of the statistical distribution of D. In spatial units, the accuracy is given by (see Appendix C for details), with c the speed of light: In Fig. 8 we plot the mean spatial accuracy (d x + d y )/2 as a function of dV and for different configurations. At a fixed flux of incoming particles, we observe that the detector without coating has a better spatial accuracy than the MCP with gold coating. Also, the accuracy of the gold-coated detector is better when the flux is lower. This effect may be related to the changes in the pulse height distribution as a function of the flux and discussed in 16 : at higher detected flux the pulse height distribution may broaden, leading to a smaller signal-to-noise ratio. We do not observe a great difference between different voltages V mcp .
Finally we observe that the accuracy of the detector decreases at low voltage values dV and seems optimal for dV ≃ 25 V. This optimum dV value for the accuracy corresponds to the optimum values for both the amplitude and the width of the pulses as reported in the previous paragraphs. Nevertheless we believe the pulse amplitude -leading to an improved signal-to-noise ratio -to have a much larger effect on the accuracy than the pulse width as we shall explain now. Firstly, the decrease in the accuracy (typically ∼ 20%) is much larger than that observed for the width (see Fig. 7 ) while compatible with the increase in the pulse amplitude (see Fig. 6 ). Secondly, in order to identify the underlying mechanism of our observations we have mounted an MCP pair with a voltage difference dV on top of a phosphor screen (instead of a delay line anode). We observed that increasing dV from 0 V to ∼ 100 V slowly collimates the electron beam, to finally reach excitation of almost a single channel in the second plate. On the other hand, the spot intensity on the phosphor screen strongly increases for dV in the range 0 V-50 V (electrons accelerated in between
MCPs having a higher probability of exciting secondary electrons in the second MCP, see Section I) to slightly decrease for values of dV ≥ 100 V. From these complementary studies and our observations on the pulse amplitude and width, we conclude that the main effect for the observed smaller accuracy comes from a better signal-to-noise ratio rather than from the interplate spatial collimation (even though the latter should have a small positive effect as well).
We attribute the latter increase of d x for dV > 50 V to two origins: (i) the signal-to-noise ratio slightly worsens as the pulse amplitude decreases with increasing dV ; (ii) the increase in the electron beam velocity with dV broadens the spot of the electron shower on the delay line anodes (see Appendix B).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work we have made a detailed investigation of the effect of a microlayer of gold on the input layer of a MCP and adding a voltage between two slightly separated plates.
We find that the detector with the gold layer exhibits larger count rates than the detector without coating, confirming the results of 17 . In addition, pulses extracted from the front of the MCP and pulses obtained from the delay lines show that the gold coated plate yields larger electron showers, leading to a better quantum efficiency. However we demonstrate here that the gold layer has a negative effect on the spatial accuracy, which is crucial for the 3D reconstruction of particles falling onto the detector. At a given flux of incoming particles the detector with the gold coating has an accuracy of 30% worse than the one without gold. We find that a voltage difference dV between the plates both increases the height of the pulses and reduces the width of the pulses on the delay line, by collimating the electron beam in between the two plates and increasing the energy of the electrons.
Obviously, such behavior is very dependent on the distance between the two plates. The addition of dV results in an increase of 20% in accuracy for both the coated and non coated plates, an effect coming from an improved signal-to-noise ratio. Our results demonstrate that using a voltage difference possibly combined with a gold coated plate, leads to improved performance of MCPs used in conjunction with delay line anodes. The improvement in the accuracy with the interplate voltage will probably allow more accurate 3D reconstruction of single particle, metastable atoms detectors, whereas the improvement in the efficiency due to the gold layer could allow easier detection at lower incoming fluxes [5] [6] [7] .
and the time the signal needs to propagate through one loop. In the case of our Roentdek DLD80, the effective velocity is close to v x = v/100 = c/300. We take V g the voltage difference and d the spatial distance between the lower face of the MCP and the delay line. We note eV n and eV t respectively the longitudinal and transverse electron energies at the output of the lower MCP face. From the electrostatic force applied onto the electrons we derive the time of flight between MCPs and the delay lines 18 ,
The transverse spatial expansion of the electron shower on the delay lines is then approximately given by
Assuming that V n and V t increases the same way with the voltage V mcp applied on the MCPs, one finds that the larger the voltage V mcp the larger the electron shower size ∆ t on the delay lines.
